
 

On Wednesday, at the monthly Beaudesert Chamber of      

Commerce meeting, I was enlightened by a presentation 

from WOW Beaudesert. WOW stands for Wheel of    

Wellness and is a wonderful initiative of local groups to 

promote the wellbeing of our whole community through 

the mind, body, spirit, people, place and planet. With 

lots of events planned in our local community, I would 

encourage you to visit their Facebook page to find out 

more. 

As a College, it reminded me of the wonderful environment we offer our students 

to develop and grow through this challenging period of adolescence. We know how 

important it is to educate the whole person and here we see this reinforced 

through the benefits to one’s wellbeing. And albeit we are new, and we are small, 

there is no doubting our capacity to deliver an education in an environment that is 

100% attentive to each aspect of the Wheel of Wellness, or as we say, “McAuley 

College, where our priority is your child.” 

I thank you once again for your ongoing support and work in partnership to support 

your child as we work to provide an education that is attentive to their whole     

person. 

Unfortunately, this good work in schools is sometimes overshadowed by political 

talk around funding, which for us becomes a necessary evil. I write this week to 

reassure parents that representatives of Catholic Education are well on top of     

recent talks over changes to funding, albeit that there was little notice given by the 

minister before announcement made in recent weeks. I include below an excerpt 

from Brisbane Catholic Education around this matter for parents.  

 

Monday 22 May 
Frassati House  

Celebration Day 
 

Friday 26 May 
Gala Day for Students from 
All Saints’ Primary School 

 
Friday 2 & Saturday 3 June 

Boonah Show 
Come and see us there 

 
Tuesday 6 June 

Evening Expo 
5:00-7:00 PM 

 
 

Enrolments 

We are currently enrolling     
students for Year 7 for 2018 and 
2019.   

Interviews will be held on     
Monday 22, Tuesday 23 and 
Wednesday 24 May 2017.   

If you have a child or know of 
someone who would like to 
have their child attend McAuley 
College, please complete the 
online Enrolment Application 
form or contact the College for a 
hardcopy 5542 3000. 
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I am very much looking forward to our Frassati Celebration Day on Monday and wish Mrs Brechin, Mr Harris and the      

students of Frassati all the best for their day.  

We are also very much looking forward to welcoming members of our wider community and prospective parents to our 

Evening Expo on Tuesday 6 June from 5.00 – 7.00 pm. If you have any friends who have been considering McAuley College 

as an option, I would appreciate you encouraging them to come along on this evening.  

Next week, we look forward to interviewing students for Year 7 2018 and 2019. 

In Mercy 

Deidre Young 

Principal 

 

Federal Government changes create uncertainty for school funding  

Over the last week you will have heard significant discussion in the media about school funding and its potential impact on 

Catholic schools in particular.  

The Catholic education sector is concerned the Federal Government has, to date, been unable to provide the necessary   

detail to allay concerns about potential funding changes.  

We remain committed to a funding system that is fair, needs-based and transparent.   

While the package as announced includes a base funding increase beyond what had previously been proposed by the     

Federal Government, it also alludes to a number of changes to the existing funding system which may impact on the overall 

level of funding to Catholic schools.  

We are confident, however, based on the Minister’s comments, that there will be no reduction in the quantum of funding 

to Brisbane Catholic Education.  

Some key points of concern include: 

• The absolute failure of the Federal Government to consult with the Catholic sector before announcing its proposed 

changes, 

• The lack of detail and so a heightened sense of uncertainty about our future funding position, 

• Proposed changes to the funding model which will potentially alter the way in which government funding is allocated 

and which may therefore impact on our funding levels. 

The Catholic education sector has urged the Federal Government to urgently meet Catholic education representatives to 

provide more detail about how the proposed changes will impact on schools, teachers and parents and to negotiate a fair 

and acceptable outcome. 

We will provide further information as it becomes available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BELIEVE… In action 

Highly Effective People 

Over the past decade, there has been a plethora of articles and books promoting the behaviours or habits of highly        

effective people, teams, organisations, families and schools. Business and management courses devote a considerable 

amount of time to building effective cultures and developing behavioural norms that are conducive to raising productivity.  

At McAuley College we too have norms of behaviour that enable our students to engage fully in the educational                

opportunities afforded them.  These practices are supported by research and, perhaps more importantly, they are borne 

out of the experience of educators.  These productive behaviours are outlined under the phrase ‘Keeping it REAL’, which 

reinforce the values of Respect, Excellence, Acting responsibly and Living with integrity. These productive behaviours are 

best taught through explicit instruction and through positive reinforcement.  At McAuley College, each teacher takes time 

to teach and reinforce the behaviours that are productive for the individual student and for the College.    
 

During this week’s College assembly we spent time focussing on the productive behaviour of homework.  The focus of 

homework in Year 7 is to help establish positive routines of completing work outside of the classroom.  This may entail 

tasks that are set by the teacher, reading over the notes taken in class that day, undertaking research for assessments    

and/or ensuring that they are prepared for the next day.  This is discussed further in the LEARN … In Action segment of this 

newsletter. 

Parents can assist in developing this productive behaviour by: 

1. Regularly checking their son/daughter’s diary.  This is still important for Year 7 students to assist them in their time 

management. 

2. Having a quiet place in the home where homework can happen without distraction. 

3. Wherever possible, ensuring that homework is undertaken at the same time each afternoon/evening. 

4. Checking the completed homework to assist students in editing their work. 



The College also has Homework Club.  This operates every Wednesday afternoon from 3:30—4:30.  It is also available      

during the second half of lunch on Monday and Wednesday.  These are times that students can receive additional            

assistance from teachers.  Some students may be requested by teachers to attend the lunchtime Homework Club sessions 

if they have been unable to complete homework outside of school hours. 
 

Another productive behaviour that the College spends a considerable amount of time and energy on is in the area of       

developing positive relationships.  As we mature, we grow in our recognition of the differences in how people see the 

world and the complexities that this brings into relationships.  The ‘Keeping it REAL’ matrix highlights the value of Respect 

and this becomes the primary lens through which we view others and the bedrock of our relationships.  In practice, at the 

College we teach these things explicitly in assemblies and through policies.  However, much of this teaching is undertaken 

in assisting students to work through their emotions and their differences and building their capacity to  resolve situations 

as they arise. It takes time to teach these lessons and they often need to be retaught.  Our teachers are cognizant of the 

need to take that time.  We all know that these are life-long lessons; however, this early adolescent time is critical in        

developing positive, productive thoughts and behaviours. This is best done in the nurturing environment of home and in 

the secure environment created at school.   
 

The full matrix of ‘Keeping it REAL’ productive behaviours can be accessed on the College Web site under the Pastoral Care 

tab. 
 

Many thanks to all parents for your ongoing support of the College in the education of your child.  
 

David Harris 
Assistant Principal – Religious Education 
 

LEARNING… In action  

Geography Excursion 

In a new school there are always plenty of “firsts” – first school mass, first           

swimming carnival, first reports.  This week I was privileged to be part of McAuley 

College’s first excursion.  On Wednesday, I accompanied our Geography and       

Spanish teacher Mrs Pamela Brechin, on the Year 7 Geography Excursion into 

Beaudesert.  This class has been studying liveability this term and their excursion 

involved visiting a range of places around Beaudesert to explore the types of        

services on offer. They also conducted a survey of people and businesses on Brisbane and William Streets. 
 

This excursion was a valuable learning experience which allowed our students to collect primary data for analysis.  Our    

students were excellent ambassadors for our College and themselves. 
 

Excursions are valuable learning experiences for students, however, there is a lot of work that goes into organising and   

conducting them.  I have attended many excursions over my 27 years in education.  All have been good and some have 

been excellent.  Wednesday’s excursion was one of the best I’ve attended.  I’d like to thank Mrs Brechin for the hard work 

and detailed planning that went into preparing this experience our students.  I hope I have the opportunity to attend the 

same excursion in Term 4 when our other core class will study Geography. 

 

 

 



Homework 

Homework is a topic that elicits a range of responses from both students and parents.  Most see it at best as a necessary 

evil and at worst some horrid punishment inflicted upon students by teachers.  Fortunately both views are incorrect. 
 

Homework is a vital part of a young person’s education and is a necessary aspect of student learning.  Very few people 

would see this aspect as homework is rarely defined.  The best place to start in explaining home is to identify what      

homework isn’t.  Homework isn’t “Finish Exercise 21” because the class didn’t get though it in the lesson. Homework isn’t 

“You haven’t worked hard enough in class so you can do it tonight”.  Although these are not statements you’d hear at 

McAuley College, they are statements that many of us have heard as students ourselves, and it’s these statements that 

have coloured our view of homework today. 
 

Now let’s look at what homework is.  Homework normally falls into one of three categories: 

1. Guided practice 

2. Extended assessment work 

3. Revision & Study 

Students will encounter all three types throughout a term, and the proportion of each per subject will change as we move 

through a term. 
 

Guided Practice is the type of homework a student is likely to encounter in the first few weeks of a term.  Maths is a very 

good example of this.  In the past, when I’ve taught Maths, I would give guided practice questions each night to my          

students.  These were questions that were similar to the work we had completed in class during the day.  The purpose of 

these questions was always to reinforce the work covered in the lesson and then to provide some opportunities to apply 

the day’s learning to some more challenging questions.  These homework questions always formed a link between lessons 

and gave me the opportunity to see if my students had fully understood the concepts previously taught. 
 

Extended Assessment Work refers to evidence of learning tasks that take several weeks to complete.  The tasks we’re most 

familiar with are tasks such as assignments.  These tasks require students to research a topic, plan a response and often 

submit a draft copy to their teacher prior to submitting the final task.  This type of homework is often prominent during the 

middle of the term as evidence of learning tasks have been distributed and students are working on them as part of their 

class work.  During this time there will still be some guided practice type homework in a subject area to assist students with 

their learning as they progress thought the course content. 
 

Revision and Study is the last form of homework that students normally encounter.  Revision is necessary from the start of 

a term as the more frequently a student revises the work they are learning the more effectively they remember it.  Study is 

slightly different in that it requires the other two types of homework to be effective.  Studying allows students to integrate 

all of their learning during a course into a cohesive and connected series of concepts.  Study also requires the student     

explaining the concepts to others to self-assess their own understanding the content.  My late father demonstrated        

incredible patience with his four children as we all explained the intricacies of the various subjects to him over the years.  

However, it was of great value to us as we were able to assess what we did understand and what areas needed more focus. 

Homework is clearly of importance to student learning and as such when students choose not to engage in set homework it 

is a disadvantage to them.  Mr Harris has spoken at length about our approach to supporting students’ complete homework 

in the college in the Believe section above. 
 

Given that the first State of Origin game will have taken placed before our next newsletter, Go Queensland!!!  Have  great 

fortnight. 
 

Michael Darcy 

Deputy Principal 



SPORTS NEWS  

Commonwealth Games   

In April 2018, over 6,600 athletes from 70 nations will unite on the Gold 

Coast for the twenty-first Commonwealth Games.  As individuals and teams 

set out to chase their dreams, community members are invited to share 

the dream through volunteering opportunities, cultural activities and 

attendance at sporting events.  Before the commencement of competition, 

local communities will embrace the tradition of the Baton relay, a             

representation of the Games spirit.  In Queensland, 250 fortunate school 

students will have the opportunity to be part of this amazing tradition,       

representing their school community with great pride.  A Baton bearer is 

someone who has achieved something extraordinary, someone who        

inspires others, excels athletically or personally while contributing to a fun, vibrant and inclusive community.  School     

communities in Queensland are invited to nominate a student who demonstrates these qualities, and the nominee for 

McAuley College is Charlie Love.  Congratulations to Charlie and best wishes as the selection process continues.   
 

Around the Community  

A number of our female netballers are involved in a Tuesday evening 

competition at Beaudesert and District Netball association.  The girls 

have shown great development over the first few weeks of             

competition thanks to the coaching and guidance of Mrs Jayne Heit 

and Mrs Debbie Love.  Well done to Abi Henry, Ashleigh Sellars,     

Annalise Heit, Ashlee Challis and Felicity Greber who represent the 

College community with pride each time they take the court.   
 

Many of our students are involved in sporting and cultural activities     

within the wider community which we would like to hear about, thus 

enabling us to share their stories and successes with the McAuley        

College community.  

 

Upcoming Pacific Rim Trials  

An updated list of Pacific District sporting trials can be found on the South Coast website;                                 

https://southcoastschoolsport.eq.edu.au/Supportandresources/Formsanddocuments/Documents/pacific%20rim/2017-

pacific-district-trial-information-south-coast-website-current-as-of-6-03-2017.pdf 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or queries about the nomination process.   
 

Best wishes to the SECA Cross Country team who travel to Everton Park next Wednesday 24 May.  We know you will do the 

McAuley College community proud.   
 

Mrs Amy Richards 

Sports Coordinator  

 

https://southcoastschoolsport.eq.edu.au/Supportandresources/Formsanddocuments/Documents/pacific%20rim/2017-pacific-district-trial-information-south-coast-website-current-as-of-6-03-2017.pdf
https://southcoastschoolsport.eq.edu.au/Supportandresources/Formsanddocuments/Documents/pacific%20rim/2017-pacific-district-trial-information-south-coast-website-current-as-of-6-03-2017.pdf


 

 



 
 
 
 
 

What a journey ….. 
 

From the 

turning of 

the soil  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

To our  

First Mass 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Farewell and Thank you Fr Michael 


